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Product GuideTeer2020-09-11T14:09:25-07:00 Forget traditional decompression therapy, which costs thousands and requires frequent visits to the office. Teeter P3 Back Stretcher is an affordable, convenient way to achieve similar benefits at home. Just adjust to the height and press the levers of the handles to push your feet from your
shoulders to a stretch that relaxes and rejuvenates. Just use P3 for a few minutes a day to effectively relieve lower back pain. The Teeter P3 weighs just 5 pounds and fits in hand luggage. Order now and get a handy travel and storage bag and a bonus training DVD with the bonus of healthy back routines. EASILY ADJUSTS Finding the
perfect setting is simple. Simply slide the shroud to the right setting. If you are 4' 8 - 6' 6 Lynx should work normally. FOLDS EASILY up to 20 X 11.5 X 3.5Comes is fully assembled and made of lightweight aluminum. It only weighs 5.5 pounds! Stretching with P3™ P3™ offers you a compact, portable solution for stretching, resting and
unpacking your body. With the ankle safe in the contour foot support, applying soft pressure on the lever handles leads to a gentle stretch. Moderate self-correcting traction achieved with Lynx™ helps to rebuild the spine, increase flexibility in joints, promote relaxation and improve posture through better alignment. Decompression drives
helps them re-hydrate for better shock absorption and reduce back pain. How does P3 Portable Back Stretcher work? Lynx works using the same muscles that a gymnast use on parallel bars. The clamps fit around the upper and back of the legs. Then you push your body with your feet away from you. It strteches the body between the
legs and shoulders. The main area is felt in the lumbar spine. Please read below: Should I Get an Inversion Table or P3™? Regular Price $129.95-$20.00 Shipping - Total $149.95 LX1003-P3 - Our Price: $99.00 Free Shipping - Total $99.00 Sorry is not currently available for free 5-year FACTORY WARRANT I have to get an inversion
table or P3™ Portible? The P3 formerly known as the Lynx™ Portible Back Stretcher is an excellent device to help your spine stretch especially while on the road if you don't have an inversion table available. However, the table inversion is going to give the spine a much more effective stretch from the low lumbar area to the highest
cervical vertebrae. In addition, there are numerous other benefits achieved from using table inversions including circulatory and lymphatic stimulation, stress reduction, brain oxygenation, etc., etc., that cannot be achieved with P3 - Lynx™. To learn more about Teeter Hang Ups EP-950 Inversion Table click here: PELVIC TILT and
Exercise - Please read with INVERSION THERAPY we call To make sure they have bilateral symmetry in muscle strength that holds the pelvis back and forth into alignment. PELVIC TILT is often an accompanying condition along with compressed discs and pinched nerves. For example, after some injuries such as a car accident the
body goes into protective mode and some muscles may strain. The pelvis can tilt left to the right or front to back or both. This inclination affects all the alignment of the spine. Often one leg seems shorter than the other because of this problem. This alignment affects how the vertebra can encroach on the nerves. Inversion can usually
increase the intervertebral space and relieve direct pressure on the nerve. But in order to get a fuller muscle correction that align the pelvis must be equally balanced and strong on both sides. There are many exercises that can help in these efforts. To learn more: Please click here: PRE-ASSEMBLY Before you start: These instructions
will guide you in the correct assembly of the device. Please review all the steps before the assembly starts. Carefully adhere to the Build Instructions and Owner's Guide to ensure the safety of users and the integrity of the product. 1. You are responsible for learning about the proper use of the equipment and the inherent risks of inversion,
such as falling on the head or neck, pinching, grabbing or failure of equipment. 2. This product is not intended for persons over 198 cm (6'6) or 136 kg (300 lbs). A structural failure can occur or the head/neck may affect the floor during inversion. Serious injury or death can result. 3. DO NOT use this equipment without the permission of a
licensed doctor and a review of medical contraindications, as noted in the Owner's Guide. 4. Failure to assemble and/or use equipment as a target may void the manufacturer's warranty on the product and may result in injury or death. 5. DO NOT use the inversion table until you carefully and carefully read the Owner's Guide, reviewed the
training video, reviewed all the other accompanying documents, and inspected the equipment. Instructional video in English. The steps in the video directly coincide with the steps described in these Assembly Instructions. 6. Choose a surface roll to assemble and operate the table. 7. Follow every step in sequence. Don't miss out on it. 8.
Make sure all attachments are safe. 9. PRIOR TO USE, check and check the table. Make sure the table rotates smoothly in an upside-down position and back. 10. Immediately replace defective components and/ore do not use the equipment until repair. Gently remove individual parts from the box. You should have all the items listed
below. If any items are missing or damaged, please contact your retailer or customer service directly (see Pg. 4). ITEMS FOR ASSEMBLY A-frame base w/equalizer-corner Tether Strap Main shaft w/ankle clamp table frame with mat Hand Hand (2) and 13 mm hexagonal bolts (6) (1/2) Two (2) roller loops Two (2) WRING STEP ONE To
collect A-frame base (F71002) - Open the A-frame and make sure the dispenser of the weapon is locked flat. (See Figure 1) Figure 2 (R) ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS F9000TM ! F71002 ITEM F71002 F51008 F91039 F51021 F51069 F51008 H11202 F51064 F51088 NOTE: Bolts can be packed separately or assembled in hand handles.
STEP TWO Set the handles (F51069) at the base of the A-frame (F71002) - Place one of the hand grip (left/right) over the outer edge of the paddock-sponding hinge plate. (See Figure 2) (L) Insert three 13 mm (1/2) hexagonal bolts (H11202) through the hinge plate into each hand-held grip. Use wrenches provided to tighten the bolts, be
careful not to tighten. DON'T DISCARD - HOLD FOR FUTURE LINKS. WARNING F91039 F51021 Spreader Arms USA and foreign patents apply. Other foreign patents pending. F51069 F51088 H11202 Bolts can be p c k a g e d separately or s e m b l e d i n arm. F51064 Figure 1 Authorized Canadian Distributor for Teeter Hang Ups
Complete Product Line! Copyright 2012 - 2020 Legge Fitness Supermarkets Ltd., All Rights Protected Listowel and Fergus, Ontario Canada 1-800-695-7338 www.leggefitness.com info@leggefitness.com Get our FREE e-newsletter We are proud members of our 2 local chamber of commerce and we have been a member of BBB since
1995! Wellington Chamber of Commerce Teeter Motorized Table Models: DFM (en) Power VI GL Trust Teeter for better back, better body! Teeter Decompression and Unit Extension: DEX II Teeter Hang Ups P3 Back Stretcher (formerly called Lynx) Teeter Hang Ups P3 Back Stretcher provides a convenient, compact and portable
decompression solution for those looking for an alternative to traditional inversion equipment. P3 Back Stretcher relieves pain, reduces pressure on nerves and encourages adjustment, staying true to Teeter's 30-year commitment to decompression and quality. The unique and patented features of the P3 Back Stretcher include: Ultra-
portable and travel-friendly design durable, high quality construction Custom-Fit Features No Build Requires The perfect compact stretching solution! A few minutes a day with P3TM can help target the source of your pain and contribute to better health in all your weight-bearing joints. Decompress with P3TM to help relieve pain - reduce
pressure - Improve performance. User-controlled traction allows for an ideal stretch: encourage adjustment, rehydrate discs with vital nutrients, reduce pressure on the nerves, boost cartilage nutrition and joint lubricant, and apply reverse loading to support a structure that encloses each joint to help increase strength increase flexibility and
increase impact absorption. Designed for those who can't live without their Teeter Teeter table and in need of a portable solution of decompression, P3 is an easy, effective way to unpack every carrier joint from the shoulder blades to the ankles. And P3 deftly accommodates those who want decompression, but is looking for an alternative
to traditional inversion equipment! Comfortable and portable: The folds are compact for travel and storage - weighing just 5 pounds! Durable, high quality construction: The aircraft-class aluminum frame sets the P3 apart from other conventional care gadgets behind its back. Custom Fit Features: Embossed height settings and simple
button releases make the search a perfect snap fit. Support: Contour foot supports provide comfort. No Build Required: P3 Back Stretcher does not require assembly and springs into action for a few seconds. Simple: Unwrap, adjust, and stretch! Training and Healthy Back DVD: As a bonus, the DVD includes five healthy back exercises
and stretching classes by Dr. Sean, each 10-15 minutes, including Good Morning (wake up and warm your spine), strength and stretching (build your core muscles), correcting posture (look better and function better), Gym Ball (focus on the main), and inversion table. Product Specifications Collected Sizes: 35 x 20 x 8 (89 x 51 x 20 cm)
Packaged Dimensions: 20 x 11.5 x 3.5 (51 x 29 x 9 cm) Product Weight: 5.5 pounds (2.5 kg) Guarantee: 5 years U.S. and international patents apply. The benefits of DecompressiaAkiev are better back, better bodyTM with Teeter Hang Ups. Re-hydrated discs to speed up repairs for better shock absorption and flexibility Reduce nerve
pressure To adjust the weight bearing the skeleton Relax the tense muscles to rejuvenate the flexibility of the joints and range the more benefits here... To request a quote, please fill out this form of qgt; To contact us click here to return to the Teeter Product Line click here Call for your current special! Special!
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